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Light-by-light scattering from SLAC to the LHC and exotic searches

1) Light-by-light scattering (publications by the LHC) with a foreword on early SLAC experiments
Work of many people: Krakow group, CERN, Kansas, Saclay, Mainz, Rabbat…

2) Interpretations (and perspectives) based on:
https://arxiv.org/abs/1903.04151. with C. Baldenegro, S. Hassani, C. Royon
https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.07855 (review for PPNP)
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LbL scattering in its full glory
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First experiments at SLAC 1990
E-144
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𝜂 > 1 in high intensity QED
(at SLAC, 𝜂 could reach 0.3-0.4)

Non-linear Compton scattering

(1)             then (2)

Re+ ～𝜂2n

𝜂 < 1 but high enough to
observe 

non-linearity effects



PbPb UPC scattering at the LHC
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All the results are obtained with
PbPb at 5.02 TeV /nucleon pair
(which corresponds to about 13 TeV in pp)
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Trigger the events of interest at the LHC
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Control sample

Turn electrons-selection to photons
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LbL signal event as recorded in the detector



Backgrounds
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LbL signal events in plots
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Results cross sections
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Differential and global values



Future UPC data taking at the LHC
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LbL cross section for O-O is about (8/82)^4=0.9 10-4 the cross section for Pb-Pb
->needs a larger data-taking as foreseen for LbL
Ar-Ar (18/82)^4=2 10-3 would be preferable but this may happen in a long time



Use the LbL analysis for exotic searches

ALPs
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ALPs: photon-photon-ALP coupling limit (ALP mass)

Interestingly, we observe that
other HI collisions would be
helpful to improve these results

Also higher masses (grey area) are
reachable using proton-tagging
techniques... In a near future?!



Extra-dimensions
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We assume that a coordinate system exists with a nearly Minkowski metric of the form:

R is the scale of
the wrapped dimensions

h(.) is the graviton field (which acts as a fluctuation of the standard metric)
From this form, it is possible to derive the photon-graviton interaction:

And then the deviation of the LbL cross section due to this new field…

Then, the observed cross section gives a limit on the mass 
of the (KK) graviton  of smallest mass… 
We found m<5.1 TeV at 95%CL

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.07855

https://arxiv.org/abs/2010.07855


At low energies also, LbL and ALPs are linked
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New data taking periods in PbPb and OO will happen in 2022 at the LHC
while analyses using proton-tagging techniques are still on going with existing data.

talks/results at this meeting

The interest (to my view) is to improve statistics in LbL for searches: 
new particles of spin 0 or 2.
Clearly, this signal has proven its efficiency in getting some constraints on exotic searches.

Also on going, there are analyses “searching” for loops of monopoles using existing data.

Of course, the most beautiful would be a first evidence in a way or another 
in the optical domain:
Some ideas have been given in the previous slides.
There are many other possibilities… 
some of them are active fields of research in different places.

Perspectives for LbL

mass bounds
monople

@ Toulouse (Fr)


